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Dear Sir:

The revision of 10 CFR Part 9 published in the Federal Register April
17, 1979 and requesting specific coc:ments has been reviewed by our
office. The questions and answers are as follows:

Question: Is it written in a way which can be readily understood by the
general public?

Answer: It is written in a more easily understandable manner in that each
section begins with a simple, clear, concise questior whien is
dealt with immediately f ollowing. These questions seem to be
written just as a reader would be asking them.

Question: Does the organization and format uake it possible for the public to
determine how to make a Freedom of Information Ac request and
what the procedures are for an NRC reeponse?

Answer: It is easily determined by looking through the outline of Part 9
contents to section 9.6 and 9.3. The wwwers in those sections
appear couplete a .d short.

Question: Are there specific changes in style, organizatico, for:at or
substance which would nake the revised rule, as proposed, aasier

to understand?

Answer: The changes reflected in this revision are much easier to under tand.
Further revision in style, organization and forlat do not appear
necessary.
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Secretary of the Commission -2- May 16, 1979

Question: Are there other sections or parts of NRC's regulations which appear
particularly dif ficult to understand or ambiguous? If so, please
identif y the specific sections or parts, and indicate how they
could be clarified.

Answer: All of 10 CFR could be rewritten in the same manner as the revision
for those who must comply with them, as well as other Titles of CFR.

Thank you for the opportunity to cc= ment.

S i. er ely , f

,as / asma~
Pam Newman
Administrative Assistant
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